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	>> 1, 2, testing, hey, good afternoon.  Well, we're almost there at the end of the whole kit and caboodle so we really appreciate you being here and we want to make sure you're in the right session, "Great Lakes and Great Partners" so we are going to start I've handed out evaluation forms if you would please fill those out it helps us out a whole lot to get grants and stuff we need to depend on those things so thank you so much.  We appreciate you being here.
	>> DEBRA BEHRINGER:  Thank you again for staying and hanging in here until the bitter end we're really grateful I'm Debra Behringer I'm the EHDI Programer for the state of Michigan and this is our program consultant Nan Asher I'll let her she'll introduce herself and tell a little bit more about herself but we only have a half hour so we're going to zip through this for you.  And just our objectives.  They are up there.  Essentially what we're going to talk about is just reflect a little bit on our partners that we have worked with so far this last year as part of our PDSA process.  And then looking at how we have developed some collaboratives through the state  
	So we're going to just specifically focus on one area where we have our greatest issues and that's southeast Michigan.  And for those of you with our Michigan geography that's the Metro Detroit area, Wayne County and that's where we have the bulk of our hospitals with our largest birth.  
	The Michigan State itself is very diverse.  Very rural.  We have several larger urban cities, Detroit, Grand Rapids, Saginaw, et cetera, because once you get past where we're from in Lansing in the state capital the state becomes extremely rural so we had to come up with some really creative ideas as part of our PDSA processes to really look at there's not a cookie cutter approach.  Every urban or rural area we had to come up with something different to try to facilitate some of our follow-up issues.  With our area we're focusing on today southeast Michigan you can see the demographics and statistics there.  We're looking at screening and then through the process 77% in 2009 it was pretty significant then down to 64%, 42%, and right now we're hovering over 34% so we're excited we're at least in the downward trend.  So we're happy about that.  
	But still, we still have a lot of work we need to do.  
	And the other thing that we -- we have to engage a variety of stakeholders and develop different kinds of partnerships to get to where we're trying to go to.  
	A little bit about Metro Detroit and Wayne County demographics.  
	As a lot of you know, the City of Detroit was one of our first cities to go into receivership a few years ago as part of the economic downturn.  A lot of parts of Michigan, including Metro Detroit still have not come out of that.  We still see significant unemployment and horrendous poverty levels in the state.  But particularly in the Metro Detroit Wayne County area.  
	We have our largest birthing hospitals in the Metro Detroit area and they provide millions of dollars of uncompensated care each year.  
	And a lot of population shifts.  Back in the day Detroit was a very large urban and manufacturing city.  Well over a million people.  And now the population is down to between about 650 to 700,000 people.  
	So we have lost a significant number of our tax base.  And our population, as well.  
	When I say Detroit, this is what comes to mind for a lot of people.  A lot of urban decay.  And while we do have that and that kind of thing, this is really another face of Detroit, as well.  Detroit is trying to make a resurgence and a comeback.  
	We have the Detroit Institute of Arts which we were so grateful in Michigan we were able to salvage.  
	At one point in our state last year, there was discussion about selling off the artwork and some of the artifacts in Detroit so that came off the board thank goodness  
	So the DIA has been able to stay solvent.  
	We also have a very vibrant eastern market in Metro Detroit, also.  
	And then a lot of community gardens and things, as well.  
	So still a lot of work to do in our state, and especially in Detroit.  But we're at least trending with some positive things.  
	A little bit about our demographics.  When we look at Metro Detroit and Wayne County, this is our lost to follow-up.  We have our births there at the top.  And then you can see our lost to follow-up.  And how that has trended down.  But at the bottom there we have our Michigan overall data.  And then region I is what we consider the Wayne County or metro Detroit area.  
	And the number there in the far right column, when we saw that and our EPI person showed us that we were like oh my God 91% lost to follow-up.  
	And so we're like, we have got to hit this and hit it hard.  
	So we have done a lot of different things to try to encourage follow-up.  But I can say now that number over the last few weeks when we recrunched our numbers is down to 49% so we're excited about that, making some headway there, as well  
	But still, a lot of work that has to be done there.  
	When we looked at putting together our HRSA grant, and in Michigan we're funded by HRSA and then also CDC as part of our HRSA grant, we were going to implement the PDSA models everyone is familiar with that, that's our charge with our latest round of funding.  But in addition to that, my background is in nursing and in public health nursing.  And so I wanted to look at some other types of models and other entities when we were rolling this out.  
	And so the one thing I wanted to look at was a social ecological model.  And that looks at not only individuals -- individual babies and their families, but also putting that in the greater context of the community and also other collaboratives and interprofessional teams that we've been able to build because we know we can't do this work on our own.  And it's important, really, to me as a nurse but also the Program Coordinator, we need to look at the big picture.  
	We see hearing and follow-up for hearing and lost to follow-up as our major charge.  But I think when we dig deeper and go through the weeds, we see in a lot of our states there's a lot of other issues that we need to be cognizant of and those are things like transportation, the issue of poverty.  Those kinds of things.  
	It's really hard for us to work with a lot of our families about following up for hearing if they can't get to where they need to go to an audiology site.  If the only thing on their mind is can I safely wait at a bus stop with my children to get to the audiology appointment.  If I'm worried about housing and electricity and those kinds of things.  
	So anyhow, I look at it from the lens of public health in addition to our EHDI hats that we wear.  
	All of our staff is very knowledgeable in QI processes.  It was just kind of putting everything in these two frameworks and how we wanted to approach the problem.  And on a daily basis, we brainstorm, as you all do.  What are the best solutions.  How can we make -- sorry; we got some feedback from another session.  
	You're all familiar, like I said, with PDSA, this was our fishbone diagram.  You all probably have gone through this.  And it's kind of hard to read here.  But what we wanted to highlight when we went through our processes, we're looking at things like where are we falling down?  And those are things like screenings.  There's not the similar script for the screeners.  There was a lot of turnover with screeners.  So we knew we had to do some education that way.  
	A lot of our providers weren't following up with parents and with families  So we need to have a focus.  
	We need to look at how can we best reach parents that are in the Wayne County Metro Detroit area.  
	So we kind of played that all out  
	And then we went to our affinity diagram okay where do we have some positive things going on?  And where can we facilitate things such as provider education, parent education, and then education for our screeners.  
	And so based on our affinity diagram, we kind of came up where we needed to go with our PDSA process.  
	So we had to look at, okay, what are we trying to do in Metro Detroit, Wayne County.  We had to be able to look at like I said my background is nursing.  So we had to follow some things to me anyhow along the nursing process.  And so that was coming up with some benchmarks that as we all know are SMART, specific, measurable, et cetera.  
	So we came up with six aim statements.  Nan is going to talk about four of them today.  
	But what we developed are some really awesome partnerships with several of our universities  Our other stakeholders, including our hospitals.  And then our health access programs in the state, as well.  
	So that kind of lays the foundation for what we wanted to work on for this grant cycle that we're in with HRSA.  
	And I'm going to turn it over to Nan so she can finish us up  
	>> NAN ASHER:  Thank you, Deb.  And I'm pleased to see nobody has gotten up and walked out yet.  
	My name is Nan Asher and I've been with EHDI about four years.  I'm hard of hearing myself.  So I was not identified until I was four for the kindergarten roundup my brother was identified at age six with a profound hearing loss and nobody of course would believe my mobile home that he had a hearing loss.  
	So this is really a passion of mine to get babies identified early and get the help they need right away.  So I'm excited to be here and work with EHDI here.  
	So now we're getting into the nitty-gritty part we have done all of the big picture stuff and now we really need to get the work done and one of the largest birthing hospitals in Michigan is the Henry Ford Health System and they were having -- their refer rates had been you know pretty even through the years.  And then we saw a big jump a couple of years ago.  And then it kept getting bigger and bigger and we were trying to figure out what's going on and working with the screeners and doing that sort of stuff.  It says 15 to 30% we started the PDSA when it was about 8% and it just kept increasing and sometimes it would be as high as up to 50% refer rate.  
	So we're trying to figure out what's going on with that.  
	Well, it turns out their equipment was ancient.  And it was old.  And I mean so we got together and got some grant money and got them a new piece of equipment.  
	And so the big picture is transferring the knowledge of the screeners to the new equipment, even though they were both ABR, there were some subtle differences from a 15-year-old machine to one that's brand-new so we're seeing those rates come down but we're not quite there yet because some of the older nurses are pulling out the old machine that they are familiar with, even though it's giving them a 50% refer rate.  
	So we're still working on that.  
	But we were meeting with them every other week, twice a month, on the phone or in person to try to narrow down and find out what's going on.  So that's exciting.  And I'm thinking this will be resolved really shortly.  
	Our next one is Wayne CHAP which stands for Wayne County Health Access Program and these are Medicaid babies which is probably 90, 95% babies are Medicaid but it's also Wayne County so there are some community members on the outside that are not Medicaid but we have a liaison that Wayne CHAP hires that work with EHDI she works directly with the family she calls them and we do too with the office but not to the extent that they do she actually helps them make appointments calls the insurance and calls the place of appointment and sets it all up which we don't have the kind of time at the state level to do that and she makes sure she has insurance and she's also Arabic speaking so that also helps with our large Arabic population down there and we're seeing a lot better results from that, as well.  
	The problem with the PDSA is that it's supposed to be a rapid cycle but really our data comes in quarterly, it comes in much slower than what we would like.  But we are starting to see a trend.  And she's been there since July.  
	So this year we'll really start seeing what her numbers really are.  
	 The aim was through the Michigan midwife audiology program this was something I'm also passionate about and I did a whole session about this it involves us working with the midwives and granter and with 501c3 getting funding and getting machines out to the midwives because they are not able to do hearing screenings on their babies on their own.  And they did not have access to it.  And the communities they serve really are not interested in taking their babies to audiology clinics or hospitals or doctors to have them screened until they are six months old.  And that totally defeats our 1-3-6 goals.  
	So we had to come up with a way to do that.  And we do have 14 machines spread out across the state.  And our midwives have increased their midwives assisted births 66% of them are having their hearing screened as of right now we're still working on some of the other midwives who have been around a long time and they are just now starting to refer their babies to community screeners so I'm hoping within next year of training and machine access that we will keep increasing in that.  
	So pretty confident we will.  
	And here are some pictures of our midwife babies.  In your -- you'll see a little doll in the upper right corner there.  When they do trainings for hospitals, they are always have babies there to train on with but with the midwives we can't have a baby on command.  Right?  One or two-day old.  So this is actually a training doll that can have a hearing loss or not or referrer or not so that was kind of cool that the audiologist could bring that in the bottom right picture is an actual baby who was homebirthed he's about six weeks old getting his hearing screened we don't like the wires in front of his face but she got him all arranged and they he shifted they fell and she didn't want to move because they wanted to complete the screen but he didn't seem to mind but they were interested and wanting to learn so that makes a lot of difference with that the last one here is the Regional Audiology Collaborative and this -- these are audiologists that we have hired to help us with lost to follow-up and training screeners and hospitals.  And they are not in the Metro Detroit, they are around -- one of them is around Detroit the surrounding areas that are still heavily populated and the other is on the west side of the state near Grand Rapids and there's a larger pocket of people there.  
	And one is very aggressive and very you know can push for it.  And there's a lot more hospitals there.  And these hospitals are even contacting her to get more information, how to reduce their lost to follow-up.  Because they realize there's a problem.  And they are getting quarterly reports from us so they know they need help and they are willing to ask for it.  
	The other ones are not as aggressive -- the other one is not as aggressive and those hospitals are not as receptive I should say so she's going to have a little bit of a struggle but I'm sure with training and constant you know pushback and communication, that we're going to get that side going, as well.  
	So hopefully on that.  
	And she's doing weekly phone and email contact with our audiologists in the office.  So that we have communication going around.  
	Anything else on those?  Am I missing?  
	So does anybody have any questions?  We actually have six aims and we didn't think we had a lot of time to do all of them.  Baby -- yes it's a $7,000 baby doll.  And Audiology Systems can help you with that.  Yes.  I think so.  And I think central Michigan university is also in the process of buying one to train their audiology students.
	>> DEBRA BEHRINGER:  It's almost like simulation like in nursing I teach at a nursing school, too.  But in our nursing program we use mannequins like simulations so we can program them to do just about anything.  So with the baby, you can program as Nan said, varying degrees of hearing loss and when the midwives were trained, they weren't told if the baby that they were going to do their practice test on had a hearing loss, bilateral, unilateral if it was going to be a normal screen it was just preprogrammed.  
	>> NAN ASHER:  And what's nice about that doll is you can work it with OAE or ABR  It would work both ways.  
	>> (Away from microphone).
	>> DEBRA BEHRINGER:  No, no, the company provided that doll.  The screening company.  
	Nan actually wrote a grant for just under $200,000, that was the private foundation called Karl's Foundation.  And she also partnered with one of our advocacy agencies.  And then with Central Michigan University.  So it was an awesome partnership.  Because she was working with the midwives that we started working with when I was there a long time ago, which was like in 2001, 2002 we tried doing some work with the midwives but we just didn't have the funding for the equipment at that time and we at least had a good partnership with our midwives in Michigan but a lot of times the time isn't just right when you want to try to do something.  And so she came on and it was like a perfect storm.  
	All of the stars lined up and we were able to get this funding and move forward.  
	>> NAN ASHER:  Yeah I can explain a little bit more about the funding.  The grant funder would not fund the state of Michigan obviously they would only find a 501c3 and they wouldn't fund individual midwives because they were individual midwives.  
	So the organization we went with, it was Michigan Coalition for Deaf, Hard of Hearing, and DeafBlind People they have their own 501c3 they have been a long supporter of newborn screening way back in the '80s and '90s before it became common so it was a nice fit for them the machines are actually owned by the coalition.  And the midwives signed agreements with the coalition.  And then because they have no staff they are all volunteers for all of these agencies that serve Deaf and hard-of-hearing people EHDI monitors so I'm actually monitoring the program, making sure the midwives are reporting and at the end of the year we'll pull all of the machines back and we will redistribute them either to the ones that still have them or if they are not being used appropriately I have one group of midwives that are not reporting appropriately so they are probably not going to get their machine back so we'll have control over, you know, doing that and we have another pocket of new midwives that have come in after they were spread out and they really do need a machine because they are doing a lot of babies and it's costing them money to have another midwife come down and do their babies that's what's nice because we don't own it and they don't own it and the coalition does and we can appropriately make sure they are where they need to be.  
	>> (Away from microphone).  
	>> DEBRA BEHRINGER:  We have about 800 to 900 a year.  We have a large Amish population and then again because we're so rural too but that being said we have a significant number of midwives that operate out of Metro Detroit area, too.  I guess if you take away anything from what we have done it's reach out to the partners in the community and we have all tried to do that but I think because I come from somewhat of an academic background what are we doing with universities we need to be working more so Nan had this wonderful relationship already with Central Michigan University and one thing maybe we forgot Henry Ford Hospital also is a significant training ground for the audiology students.  They come through Wayne State University which is in downtown Detroit what they have done there the students in partnership with their audiology professor, they have started a free clinic for follow-up screens  So families can go down there and have screenings done three days a week.  But what's awesome about that in addition to working with Henry Ford and Wayne State we have pulled in our Wayne CHAP person to do follow-up and she's referring families down there, as well so those three agencies are all working together so we have another even offchute collaborative that's forms there, too.
	>> NAN ASHER:  What's nice about Wayne State audiology clinic we don't have a prescription from a doctor they can also do diagnostic so homebirth babies referred twice that don't have insurance they can go there and have that done and totally bypass the physician need there.  And they are students.  And they are under the supervision of the top audiologists at Henry Ford so it's really a win-win for all of us.  
	>> DEBRA BEHRINGER:  Uh-huh.
	>> (Away from microphone).  
	>> NAN ASHER:  They are supposed to mail it.  And some midwives do have a fax machine and will just fax the report but most of them do not so most of the time it's just mailed in.  Sometimes I'll have to shoot them an email and remind them you said you were going to do this two weeks ago I haven't got anything oh it's in my car, I need a stamp but most of the time they are really good at reporting.  
	>> DEBRA BEHRINGER:  Another partnership that we started this last year is our state of Michigan lab is having their 50th anniversary this year.  And so they were going to roll out all of these events.  They were recrafting a new brochure.  And so we're partnering with them.  And out of that our goal is to develop this trifecta brochure, if you will, so the brochure is just about finished.  But it's in provider offices.  And it will discuss our CCHD or our congenital cardiac screening, newborn screening, and then also infant hearing screening.  So a lot of our providers have asked us can you just come up with one brochure we're trying to hand out three different things to families.  
	So they have provided the funding.  And just kind of let us toggle on with that so it's been wonderful to do that  
	But in addition to that, they are rolling out all of these different activities around the state as part of their anniversary celebration.  So they are going to do presentations with community centers, hospitals, et cetera.  
	So that's another way for us to get education, information out to families.  As well.  
	Any other questions?  You can think of?  Thanks so much for hanging out with us at the end of the day.  We really appreciate it.  
	(Applause).
	>> NAN ASHER:  Thank you.  
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